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athenian democracy ancient history encyclopedia - athens in the 5th to 4th century bce had an extraordinary system of
government democracy under this system all male citizens had equal political rights freedom of speech and the opportunity
to participate directly in the political arena further not only did citizens participate in a direct, greek religion beliefs history
facts britannica com - greek religion religious beliefs and practices of the ancient hellenes greek religion is not the same
as greek mythology which is concerned with traditional tales though the two are closely interlinked curiously for a people so
religiously minded the greeks had no word for religion itself the nearest terms were eusebeia piety and threskeia cult, greek
athletes museum of fine arts boston - large wine vessel or krater from cyprus red clay buff slip brown black paint same
scene on both sides of a two horse chariot driven by two men and before each chariot are two males in a belt wrestling
contest, they made the history spartan women helen and atalanta - atalanta a real personification of a spartan woman is
another greek atalanta a legendary female athlete who defeated men although she was born not in sparta but in neighboring
arcadia she may be definitely considered as a spartan because all peloponnesus polices were under sparta s hegemony,
ancient egypt the impact of ancient egypt on greek - introduction the direct influence of ancient egyptian literature on
archaic greece has never been fully acknowledged greek philosophy in particular of the classical period has especially since
the renaissance been understood as an excellent standard sprung out of the genius of the greeks the greek miracle
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